
assumption of known energy arrival and fading profiles, opti

Assuming that the transmitter has sufficient amount of data i

amplifier and the processing energy cost [1]. Depending on th

the power used by both the power amplifier and the processing

assume that the transmitter has a finite capacity battery and
that a sufficient amount of data is already available at the

on offline optimization, that is, the energy arrival instant

Recently, offline transmission policies have attracted sig
nificant interest [5]-[14]. Optimal transmission policies
account only for the power amplifier are studied in [5]-[12].

profiles, and provide an algorithm which computes the optima

time, [12] investigates finite size battery. Optimal transm

energy in packets of finite amount at time instants

. Harvested energy is stored in a finite battery of



in offline optimization, that is, we assume that the transmit

In addition, battery overflows lead to a suboptimal transmis

overflow. Therefore, an optimal transmission policy must al

Assuming that the transmitter has sufficient data in its data

arrival and fading profile.

It is well known that for a fixed energy budget and

properties that are satisfied by most of the practical rate-

, we first assume that there is no

waterfilling solution and called "glue pouring" [3]. For eas



transmission policy is the usual waterfilling.

2) Directional Waterfilling: The directional waterfilling al-

classical waterfilling algorithm to the EH model where the

reformulate this problem by defining a new variable

amplifier within epoch

also concave [15]. The linear constraints in (6b)-(6d) defin



Comparing with (13) we conclude that (16) is satisfied

must be satisfied for these epochs. Then

be the same. Without loss of optimality, we can find another

the last non-zero energy packet to the first such that constra
in (1)-(2) (akin to directional waterfilling in Section II-C
satisfied. In addition, the optimal transmission policy uti

figure; however, it can be computed from the total transmissi
duration. As argued before, the algorithm first computes the

for epochs three, four and five. It allocates

algorithm considers the first non-zero energy arrival

transferred energy is limited due to the finite battery size w



consider an energy arrival profile

. The optimal offline transmission policy with

the energy causality and finite battery capacity. Using the
same energy arrival and channel profile for

figure, the optimal transmission policy is bursty, and the to

finite capacity battery.

same energy and channel profile given above is shown in

tified the optimal transmission policy such that the transmi
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